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Introduction
Papers of a linguist and anthropologist include publications and unpublished writing, correspondence, research material, and miscellaneous personal and professional papers.

Box List

Box 1
The Devine Animal, reviews and related material
Discovering Psychoanalysis
Visions
Language Families
Mother’s and father’s poetry
Grandfather’s autobiography
Eulogies and obits
Allen W. Read
Writings, Roger Wescott (RW), 1937-1944
Poems for Play
Journals, RW, 1940-1948
Maxims for Man

Box 2
Lines for Libertarians
Stories for children
Aphorisms
Echo-compounds
Phonesthemes and holesthemes
Phonologica
Speech-sound effects
Iconistica
Frequentatives in English and GMC
Lexical polygenesis
Chromatonyms
Neglected affixes
Chromatotropes in 3 language phyla
Indo-European
Box 3
Albanian notes
Altaic + Korea-Japan, Paleosiberian
Uralic
Hamitic
Lislakh
Shevoroshkin + Koch
Zagrosian (Tyler)
Sumerian (Machonkin + Bengston)
Amerinaica
Bini names
Edo languages and tribes
Bini + Yoruba
Glossogonics, The Origin of Language
Swadesh, Morris
Bomhard
Abstracts
Solos
Prospective writings
Glottochronica
Bradyologica
Omega UFOlogica

Box 4
G.I.T. reviews
Ancient astronauts
Coinages
Other Views
Radio, WMNJ etc.
Songs by and for RW
Academci assets
Ajax
Varia
The “Pied Piper” School
Union of Exploratory Educators
Graphic references
Bloopers World
Promotive medicine
Prehistory
Protohistory, Drew course
Archaica
P.I.E. kinship
Anomalistics, Drew course
Anomalistica
Aquatica
Kronia, 94-97
Catastrophica

**Box 5**
Poetry, by RW
- *The Womb-Wish*
- *The Epoch-Epic*
- *Poems for Children*
- *More Poems for Children*
- *Still More Poems for Children*
- *Old Words for Young Readers*

Catastrophica
Evolution theories
Dinosauriana
Proboscideans and Pleistocene megafauna
Gunnar Heinsohn
Wallace Thornhill
Earl Milton
Benny Peiser
Greek talks
Kraus Pannill
Futuristic miscellany

**Box 6**
Mythica
Myth and the Bible
Myth project
Comparative religion
Animal symbolism
Grant applications
Recommendations
Slang; zoozes, sigmatics et al.
Onomastics
Asyllabic e. roots
Labio-velar derogation
Stressless syllable sequences in English
Reconstructive Dictionary of Essential English
Palimphony and synonymy
Vowel apophony
Palindromy
Pentesthemes
Comparing myths
Quantalism

**Box 7**
TV and lectures, 00
Paradigmatics
ACCESSION CA5894
ROGER W. WESCOTT PAPERS

LOS, Rutgers
Friday lunchers
CT lecture outlines
Diffusionistica
Nostratica
Globalisms
Semantic clusters
Cons. Apophony
Bengston, macro caucasica
M.L. Foster
Protoic KAP

**Box 8**
Bio, vita, etc.
Drew U. business
Future publications
Unpublished writings
Journal, 1961 RW
Lecture outlines
Lecture proposals
Linguistica
Local talks
Pronunciations
Tours and trips
Master bibliography
Transoceanica
The Water-Ape
One world test
Primatology
Behavior, animal and human
Animal sociology

**Box 9**
Conceptual structure of animal sociology
Shakespeareana
Asian history
Diversity: social and educational
Course materials

**Boxes 10-11**
RW articles, reviews, speeches, and other published material.

**Box 12**
Correspondence
Photographs
Family Papers
Audio tapes (2)- “Linguistics and Human Uniqueness”
RW Articles, reviews (5”)
RW Poetry (4”)
Misc. Personal (certificates, drawings, journals, etc.)

Box 13
Aphorisms
Miscellaneous writings, 1990s

Audio Cassettes (Location: Unprocessed A/V)
UFO Lecture
Sarahean and Darwin
Southeast Asia (Cruise Lecture)
Some Myth and Poetry
Cooperative Civilization
On Aging
Other Views, Your Name and My Name
Other Views, Poetry
World’s Myths (Cruise Lecture)
Korzipski/General Semantics